Crimea
Right here, we have countless books Crimea and collections to
check out. We additionally present variant types and afterward
type of the books to browse. The adequate book, fiction, history,
novel, scientific research, as well as various other sorts of books
are readily available here.
As this Crimea , it ends stirring brute one of the favored book
Crimea collections that we have. This is why you remain in the
best website to look the amazing book to have.

Journey from Riga to the
Crimea - Mary Holderness
1827
Crimea - Orlando Figes
2011-06-02
The terrible conflict that
dominated the mid 19th
century, the Crimean War
killed at least 800,000 men and
pitted Russia against a
formidable coalition of Britain,
France and the Ottoman
Empire. It was a war for
territory, provoked by fear that
if the Ottoman Empire were to
collapse then Russia could
control a huge swathe of land
from the Balkans to the Persian
crimea
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Gulf. But it was also a war of
religion, driven by a fervent,
populist and ever more
ferocious belief by the Tsar and
his ministers that it was
Russia's task to rule all
Orthodox Christians and
control the Holy Land. Orlando
Figes' major new book
reimagines this extraordinary
war, in which the stakes could
not have been higher and
which was fought with a
terrible mixture of ferocity and
incompetence. It was both a
recognisably modern conflict the first to be extensively
photographed, the first to
employ the telegraph, the first
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'newspaper war' - and a
traditional one, with illiterate
soldiers, amateur officers and
huge casualties caused by
disease. Drawing on a huge
range of fascinating sources,
Figes also gives the lived
experience of the war, from
that of the ordinary British
soldier in his snow-filled
trench, to the haunted, gloomy,
narrow figure of Tsar Nicholas
himself as he vows to take on
the whole world in his hunt for
religious salvation.
Where the Iron Crosses Grow Robert Forczyk 2014-09-20
The Crimea has been the scene
of conflict throughout its
history. First occupied by the
Russians in the 18th century it
was the scene of the Crimean
War, and was drawn into the
Russian Civil War, as well as
World War II. Today it remains
a much disputed region with
the Crimea at the center of
ongoing tensions between East
and West. Throughout World
War II the Crimea was a
microcosm of the more general
war on the Eastern Front,
reflecting the ebb and flow of
fortunes of that conflict. It was
crimea
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a crucible that saw first Soviet
and then German armies
surrounded, overwhelmed, and
then destroyed. The nature of
the fighting in the Crimea was
unusual for the Eastern Front,
with naval forces playing an
important role, as the Crimea's
position in the Black Sea gave
rise to a major role for naval
supply, amphibious landings,
and, ultimately, evacuation.
However, in other ways it was
more characteristic of the
Eastern Front, and the fighting
for and occupation of the
region saw the same level of
atrocity and ethnic cleansing
commonplace throughout the
war in the East, with each side
reaching the depths of
barbarity in their treatment of
the civilian population. Based
on extensive new archival
research, this incredible
narrative history by acclaimed
historian Robert Forczyk sheds
new light on this vital aspect of
the Eastern Front that has not
been covered in English before.
Crimea, Global Rivalry, and
the Vengeance of History Hall Gardner 2015-08-19
Crimea, Global Rivalry, and the
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Vengeance of History critically
examines the causes and
consequences of Russia's
annexation of Crimea and
reviews differing annexations
in history from the Seven Years
War to today. It develops a
unique comparative historical
approach designed to compare
and contrast alliance
formations after Soviet collapse
with alliance formations in
previous eras. It argues that
contemporary Russia-Ukraine
conflict is more reminiscent of
conflict during the Bolshevik
revolution than Hitler's
annexation of the Sudetenland,
but that a nascent RussianChinese alliance can be
compared to that between
Weimar Germany and Soviet
Russia. And although the USNATO-European-Japanese
reaction is not that of
'appeasement,' it is reminiscent
of French reaction to Prussian
annexation of Alsace before
World War I, or European
reaction to Russian
annexations before the
Crimean War. Based on these
historical analogies and others,
the book urges an alternative
crimea
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global strategy toward both
Russia and China in the effort
to prevent a renewed arms
race, if not global war.
War, Peace and International
Security - Jan Eichler
2016-12-09
This book examines and
explains the dialectic of war
and peace between the
outbreak of WWI and the
Russian annexation of Crimea
in 2014. The theoretical
inspiration is built upon
Galtung’s concept of negative
and positive peace, Aron ́s
distinction between strategy
and diplomacy, and Carr ́s
theory of periodization. Here,
the author compares
globalization with the interwar
period and examines how the
first decade ́s positive peace,
diplomacy, and big hopes were
replaced by negative peace,
and explains the growing role
of military strategy which
culminated after the Russian
annexation of Crimea and the
following military incidents
between NATO and Russia.
This volume will be of interest
to teachers, students, and
researchers in the fields of
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modern history, international
security and peace studies.
Kin Majorities - Eleanor Knott
2022-08-15
In Moldova, the number of dual
citizens has risen exponentially
in the last decades. Before
annexation, many saw Russia
as granting citizenship to—or
passportizing—large numbers
in Crimea. Both are regions
with kin majorities: local
majorities claimed as co-ethnic
by external states offering
citizenship, among other
benefits. As functioning
citizens of the states in which
they reside, kin majorities do
not need to acquire citizenship
from an external state. Yet
many do so in high numbers.
Kin Majorities explores why
these communities engage with
dual citizenship and how this
intersects, or not, with identity.
Analyzing data collected from
ordinary people in Crimea and
Moldova in 2012 and 2013, just
before Russia’s annexation of
Crimea, Eleanor Knott provides
a crucial window into Russian
identification in a time of calm.
Perhaps surprisingly, the
discourse and practice of
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Russian citizenship was largely
absent in Crimea before
annexation. Comparing the
situation in Crimea with the
strong presence of Romanian
citizenship in Moldova, Knott
explores two rarely researched
cases from the ground up,
shedding light on why
Romanian citizenship was more
prevalent and popular in
Moldova than Russian
citizenship in Crimea, and to
what extent identity helps
explain the difference. Kin
Majorities offers a fresh and
nuanced perspective on how
citizenship interacts with crossborder and local identities,
with crucial implications for
the politics of geography,
nation, and kin-states, as well
as broader understandings of
post-Soviet politics.
The War in the Crimea - Sir
Edward Bruce Hamley 1891
A thorough, firsthand history of
the separate campaigns of the
Crimean War, from its
sociopolitical origins and
beginning battles to the final
state of the region and treaties.
The work includes illustrations
and tactical plans and was
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written by the revered General
Sir Edward Hamley only two
years before his death. Hamley
had an extensive and fastpaced military career, earning
his stripes in the Crimean
Campaigns and receiving his
promotion to general in 1890.
British Military Spectacle Scott Hughes Myerly 1996
In the theater of war, how
important is costume? And in
peacetime, what purpose does
military spectacle serve? This
book takes us behind the
scenes of the British military at
the height of its brilliance to
show us how dress and
discipline helped to mold the
military man and attempted to
seduce the hearts and minds of
a nation while serving to
intimidate civil rioters in
peacetime. Often ridiculed for
their constrictive splendor,
British army uniforms of the
early nineteenth century
nonetheless played a powerful
role in the troops' performance
on campaign, in battle, and as
dramatic entertainment in
peacetime. Plumbing a wide
variety of military sources,
most tellingly the memoirs and
crimea
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letters of soldiers and civilians,
Scott Hughes Myerly reveals
how these ornate sartorial
creations, combining symbols
of solidarity and inspiration,
vivid color, and physical
restraint, enhanced the
managerial effects of rigid
discipline, drill, and torturous
punishments, but also helped
foster regimental esprit de
corps. Encouraging
recruitment, enforcing
discipline within the military,
and boosting morale were
essential but not the only
functions of martial dress.
Myerly also explores the role of
the resplendent uniform and its
associated gaudy trappings and
customs during civil peace and
disorder--whether employed as
public relations through
spectacular free entertainment,
or imitated by rioters and
rebels opposing the status quo.
Dress, drills, parades,
inspections, pomp, and order:
as this richly illustrated book
conducts us through the details
of the creation, design,
functions, and meaning of
these aspects of the martial
image, it exposes the
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underpinnings of a mentality-and vision--that extends far
beyond the military subculture
into the civic and social order
that we call modernity.
Between Russians, Ottomans
and Turks - Alan Fisher 1998
Introduction "Ottoman Sources
for a Study of Kefe Vilayet: The
Maliyeden Mudevver Fond in
the Basbakanlik Arsivi in
Istanbul," Cahiers du Monde
Russe et Soviétique, XIX/102,
1978, pp. 191-205. "Les
rapports entre L'Empire
Ottoman et La Crimée:
L'aspect financier," Cahiers du
Monde Russe et Sovietique,
XIII/3, 1972, pp. 368-381. "The
Ottoman Crimea in the
Sixteenth Century," Harvard
Ukrainian Studies, V/1, 1981,
pp. 135-170. "The Ottoman
Crimea in the Mid-Seventeenth
Century: Some Problems and
Preliminary Considerations,"
Harvard Ukrainian Studies,
III/IV, 1979-1980, pp. 215-226.
"Crimean Separatism in the
Ottoman Empire," William W.
Haddad and William
Ochsenwald (eds). Nationalism
in a Non-National State: The
Dissolution of the Ottoman
crimea
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Empire, Ohio State University
Press, Columbus, 1977, pp.
57-76. "Sahin Giray, the
Reformer Khan, and the
Russian Annexation of the
Crimea," Jahrbücher für
Geschichte Osteuropas, XV/3,
1967, pp. 341-364. "Social and
Legal Aspects of RussianMuslim Relations in the
Nineteenth Century: The Case
of the Crimean Tatars,"
Abraham Ascher, Tibor HalasiKun, Bela K. Kiräly (eds.), The
Mutual Effects of the Islamic
and Judeo-Christian Worlds:
The East European Pattern,
Brooklyn College Press,
Brooklyn, 1979, pp. 77-92.
"lsmail Gaspirali, Model Leader
for Asia," Edward Allworth
(ed), Tatars of the Crimea:
Their Struggle for Survival,
Duke University Press, Chapel
Hill, 1988, pp. 11-26. "Ismail
Bey Gasprinski, 1851-1914,"
Shura, nos. 21 (1 November
1914); 22 (15 November 1914);
23 (1 December 1914); 24 (15
December 1914), pp. 641-44,
673-75, 705-8, 737-41,
respectively; translated by Alan
Fisher. In Edward Allworth
(ed), Tatars of the Crimea:
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Their Struggle for Survival,
Duke University Press, Chapel
Hill, 1988, pp. 72-99. "The
Crimean Tatars, the USSR, and
Turkey," William 0. McCagg,
Jr., Brian D. Silver (eds), Soviet
Asian Ethnic Frontiers,
Pergamon Press, New York,
1979, pp. 1-24.
Lessons from Russia's
Operations in Crimea and
Eastern Ukraine - Michael
Kofman 2017-04-18
This report assesses the
annexation of Crimea by Russia
(February–March 2014) and
the early phases of political
mobilization and combat
operations in Eastern Ukraine
(late February–late May 2014).
It examines Russia’s approach,
draws inferences from
Moscow’s intentions, and
evaluates the likelihood of such
methods being used again
elsewhere.
Claiming Crimea - Kelly O'Neill
2017-01-01
Russia's long-standing claims
to Crimea date back to the
eighteenth-century reign of
Catherine II. Historian Kelly
O'Neill has written the first
archive-based, multicrimea
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dimensional study of the initial
"quiet conquest" of a region
that has once again moved to
the forefront of international
affairs. O'Neill traces the
impact of Russian rule on the
diverse population of the
former khanate, which
included Muslim, Christian,
and Jewish residents. She
discusses the arduous process
of establishing the empire's
social, administrative, and
cultural institutions in a region
that had been governed
according to a dramatically
different logic for centuries.
With careful attention to how
officials and subjects thought
about the spaces they
inhabited, O'Neill's work
reveals the lasting influence of
Crimea and its people on the
Russian imperial system, and
sheds new light on the
precarious contemporary
relationship between Russia
and the famous Black Sea
peninsula.
A Bearskin’s Crimea - Algernon
Percy 2006-03-19
Using much previously
untapped source material A
Bearskins Crimea is a blow-byDownloaded from
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blow account of the Grenadier
Guards experiences in the
Crimean War. The principal
character, The Honourable
Henry Percy, a member of the
Northumberland family, was
present at all the major battles
of that appalling conflict: The
Alma, Balaklava, Inkerman and
the Seige of Sebastopol.Percy
was no ordinary soldier: not
only was he a shrewd observer
with a skilled pen but a
thoroughly capable and
courageous officer. This is
borne out by his winning the
Victoria Cross and his rapid
promotion.
The Crimea Question Gwendolyn Sasse 2014-04-01
Regional diversity such as
Ukraine's often embodies
potential for friction and
conflict, in particular when it
involves territorialised
ethnicity and divergent
historical experiences. Political
elites interested in stability and
conflict prevention must find
ways either to accommodate or
control this diversity. In the
early to mid-1990s, the
Western media, policymakers,
and academics alike warned
crimea
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that Crimea was a potential
centre of unrest in the
aftermath of the Soviet Union's
dissolution. However, largescale conflict in Crimea did not
materialise, and Kyiv has
managed to integrate the
peninsula into the new
Ukrainian polity. This book
explores the factors that led to
the largely peaceful transition
and places the situation in the
larger context of conflictprevention studies, explaining
this critical case in which
conflict did not erupt despite a
structural predisposition to
ethnic, regional, and even
international enmity.
The Island of Crimea - Vasiliĭ
Aksenov 1985
Vladimir vs. Volodymyr.
Crimea’s Annexation and its
Role in the Light of
Classical Realism - Dominik
Stojkovic 2020-11-05
Essay from the year 2020 in
the subject Politics International Politics - Topic:
International relations, grade:
1,0, University of Würzburg
(Institut für
Politikwissenschaften und
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Soziologie), course: Die
Theorien der Internationalen
Beziehungen – Wegweiser zum
Verständnis von Weltpolitik,
language: English, abstract:
The essay discusses Russian
interference with the Ukraine
crisis. Theoretically, I use
Morgenthau's classical realism
to examine the events that led
to the annexation of Crimea
and finally to the ongoing
upheavals in Donbas. By
analyzing applicable
international law and bilateral
treaties, I find that, in the early
stages of the crisis, Moscow
tried to exert influence on
Ukrainian politics by exercising
economic and political
pressure. This may be due to
an urge to prevent a
weakening of its power position
in the shadow of the – then
impending – association
between Ukraine and the EU.
Russia thus pursued a policy of
the status quo. However, later
in the crisis, it annexed Crimea
and resorted to military force
and unconventional warfare. It
has been found here that, after
February 2014, Russian policy
towards Ukraine shows
crimea
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essential features of a policy of
imperialism.
The Tatars of Crimea - Edward
Allworth 1998
Examines the situation of the
Crimean Tatars since the
breakup of the USSR and of
their continuing strutle to find
peace and acceptance in a
homeland.
The Crimea - Thomas Milner
1855
THE CRIMEA. A VERY
SHORT HISTORY - M
CLEMENT HALL 2014-03
The history of the Crimea is
recounted, from its earliest
known settlements, through
the many invasions it has
experienced over 2000 years,
to the present time when the
world awaits the outcome of
the return of the Crimea to
Russia.
The Siege of Sevastopol,
1854–1855 - Anthony Dawson
2017-06-30
The Crimean War, the most
destructive and deadly war of
the nineteenth century, has
been the subject of countless
books, yet historian Anthony
Dawson has amassed an
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astonishing collection of
previously unknown and
unpublished material, including
numerous letters and private
journals. Many untapped
French sources reveal aspects
of the fighting in the Crimea
that have never been portrayed
before.The accounts
demonstrate the suffering of
the troops during the savage
winter and the ravages of
cholera and dysentery that
resulted in the deaths of more
than 16,000 British troops and
75,000 French. Whilst there is
graphic firsthand testimony
from those that fought up the
slopes of the Alma, in the valley
of death at Balaklava, and the
fog of Inkerman, the book
focusses upon the siege; the
great artillery bombardments,
the storming of the Redan and
the Mamelon, and the largest
man-made hole in history up to
that time when the Russians
blew up the defences they
could not hold, with their own
men inside.The Siege of
Sevastopol also highlights, for
the first time, the fourth major
engagement in the Crimea, the
Battle of the Tchernaya in
crimea
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August 1855, the Russians last
great attempt to break the
siege. This predominantly
French-fought battle has never
before examined in such in
English language books.
Crimea - Neil Kent 2015-06-25
This history of the Crimea is
essential reading for all those
who have been perplexed by
what lies behind Russia's
recent annexation of the Black
Sea peninsula.
Mrs Duberly's War - Frances
Isabella Locke Duberly 2008
Mrs Duberly's journal is one of
the most vivid eye-witness
accounts we have of the
Crimean War. Fanny Duberly,
then aged 25, accompanied her
husband to the Crimea in 1854,
and remained there until the
end of the fighting, the only
officer's wife to remain
throughout the entire
campaign. She survived the
severe winter of 1854-55,
witnessed the battle of
Balaklava and the charge of the
Light Brigade, and rode
through the ruins of
Sebastopol. Spirited and
courageous, she was known by
sight to British and French
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soldiers across the battlefields,
regarded often with
enthusiasm and sometimes
with disapproval. Witty and
beautiful, she enjoyed
flirtatious friendships with
many of the most important
men of the campaign. Her
Journal Kept During the
Russian War was published in
1855 and caused a sensation.
Although widely praised as the
new heroine for the Crimea,
Fanny was also censured,
ridiculed, and even parodied in
Punch. She had stepped into a
man's world, and written about
it in a way that seemed to some
at the front an invasion of
privacy and to others at home
an abandonment of gentility. A
best-seller at the time, the
Journal was not reprinted after
its second edition of 1856, and
this is the first edition since
that time. Christine Kelly
provides an introduction,
biographical and explanatory
notes, and an index. She makes
revealing use of Fanny's
original, previously
unpublished, letters to her
sister Selina, which often show
a reckless, immediate response
crimea
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to events and people where the
journal is more circumspect.
The edition includes
photographs, maps, and some
of Fanny's own sketches.
The Russian Annexation of
the Crimea 1772-1783 The Case of Crimea’s
Annexation Under
International Law - Karolina
WIERCZYŃSKA 2017-02-15
This book addresses issues
connected with Russia’s 2014
annexation of Crimea that are
both of key current relevance
and crucial from the point of
view of both international law
and international relations. It
not only offers a
comprehensive elaboration of
the subject, but also presents it
from the points of view of
states directly engaged in the
conflict. For the authors in this
book include researchers from
many European countries,
albeit first and foremost from
both Ukraine and Russia. In
this way the collected work
represents a contribution of
undoubted value where the
ongoing international debate
on the Crimean annexation is
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concerned. From the review by
Prof. Anna Wyrozumska This
book offers an interesting,
holistic and competent
contribution to legal analysis
surrounding Russia’s
annexation of Crimea, the
consequences thereof and the
responsibility in international
law therefor. It is characterised
by a high level of legal analysis
by a competent international
team of authors led by Polish
experts on the subject, whose
painstaking selection of coauthors has allowed for an
airing of both Ukrainian and
Russian standpoints. From the
review by Prof. Jerzy Kranz
Książka stanowi wspólne
przedsięwzięcie Wydawnictwa
Naukowego Scholar i Centrum
Polsko-Rosyjskiego Dialogu i
Porozumienia http://cprdip.pl/
Book published in co-edition
with The Centre for PolishRussian Dialogue and
Understanding http://cprdip.pl/
Handbook for Travellers in
Russia, Poland, and Finland
- John Murray (Firm) 1888
Forced Displacement from
Crimea and its Human Rights
crimea
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Aspects - Olga Dubinska
2019-12-20
This report can be called Small
Encyclopedia of human rights
violations resulted from the
occupation of Crimean
Peninsula by the Russian
Federation. In a concise but
comprehensive manner, it
contains analysis of key types
of violations that occur in
Crimea. Report demonstrates
and proves that mass
systematic violations of human
rights in Crimea cause
displacement of population
from the occupied territory and
the Russian Federation should
be brought to justice for it.
The Story of the Highland
Brigade in the Crimea Anthony Sterling 1895
Christianizing Crimea - Mara
Kozelsky 2010
In nineteenth-century Russia,
religious culture permeated
politics at the highest levels,
and Orthodox Christian groups-including refugees from the
Russo-Ottoman wars as well as
the church itself--influenced
Russian domestic and foreign
policy. Likewise, Russian policy
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with the Ottoman Empire
inspired the creation of a holy
place in ethnically and
religiously diverse Crimea.
Looking to the monastic state
of Mount Athos in Greece,
Orthodox Church authorities in
the mid-1800s attempted to
create a monastic community
in Crimea, which they called
Russian Athos. The Crimean
War catalyzed the Russian
Christianization that had begun
decades earlier and decimated
Crimea's Muslim population.
Wartime propaganda portrayed
Crimea as the cradle of Russian
Christianity, and by the end of
the war, the Black Sea Region
acquired a Christian identity.
The same interplay of religion,
politics, and culture has found
new ground in Crimea today as
its sacred monuments and
ruins lie vulnerable to abuse by
nationalist groups sparring
over the land. Christianizing
Crimea is the first English
language work to analyze the
Christian renewal in Crimea.
Drawing on archives in Odessa,
Simferopol, and St. Petersburg
that to date have remained
untapped by Western scholars,
crimea
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Kozelsky provides both a
fascinating case study of past
and present religious
nationalism in Eastern Europe
and an examination of the
political conflicts and
compromises endemic to holy
places. She explores the
diverse strategies of church
expansion, the importance of
Byzantine history and the
Greek population, the
assimilation of local pagan and
Tatar traditions into sacred
narratives, the crafting of
Russian identity through print
culture, and Crimea's reChristianizing in the postSoviet era. Kozelsky's unique
approach joins the fields of
contemporary history, religion,
and archaeology to show how
Crimea has been reshaped as a
holy place. Christianizing
Crimea will appeal to both
scholars and general readers
who are interested in past and
current religious and political
conflicts.
UkraineCrimeaRussia Taras Kuzio 2007-03-13
The Crimea was the only
region of Ukraine in the 1990s
where separatism arose and
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inter-ethnic conflict potentially
could have taken place
between the Ukrainian central
government, ethnic Russians in
the Crimea, and Crimean
Tatars. Such a conflict would
have inevitably drawn in Russia
and Turkey. Russia had large
numbers of troops in the
Crimea within the former
Soviet Black Sea Fleet. Ukraine
also was a nuclear military
power until 1996. This book
analyses two inter-related
issues. Firstly, it answers the
question why Ukraine-CrimeaRussia traditionally have been
a triangle of conflict over a
region that Ukraine, Tatars and
Russia have historically
claimed. Secondly, it explains
why inter-ethnic violence was
averted in Ukraine despite
Crimea possessing many of the
ingredients that existed for
Ukraine to follow in the
footsteps of inter-ethnic strife
in its former Soviet
neighbourhood in Moldova
(Trans-Dniestr), Azerbaijan
(Nagorno Karabakh), Georgia
(Abkhazia, South Ossetia), and
Russia (Chechnya).
The Invasion of the Crimea crimea
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Alexander William Kinglake
1877
The Russian Annexation of
the Crimea 1772-1783 - Alan
W. Fisher 2008-09-11
The Black Sea and the coastal
areas have played an important
role in the history of eastern
Europe and western Asia.
Byzantium, Kiev Rus, the
Golden Horde, Lithuania,
Poland, the Ottoman Empire
and Muscovy all tried to
control parts of its area at
various periods in history.
From 1475 for three hundred
years the Ottoman Turks
controlled the Black Sea and
the lands surrounding it. In
1783 Catherine annexed the
Crimean peninsula, with its
Muslim Tatar population, to the
Russian Empire after a major
Russian military victory over
the Ottomans. The effect on the
Ottoman Empire was
significant. It lost its Tatar
military forces when traditional
means of securing recruits for
the army had broken down; lost
its secure northern frontier the route to Istanbul itself was
now open; it lost, for the first
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time, a Muslim province. This
book provides a scholarly and
balanced account of an
important part of the
transformation of the
Muscovite state into a
multinational empire. It also
contributes to our
understanding of the decline of
the Ottoman Empire.
Crimea and the Black Sea Carlos Cordova 2015-12-01
The Crimean Peninsula has a
rich and complex
environmental history. The
Black Sea in particular has had
a major impact on nearly all
aspects of Crimea's natural and
cultural history. Carlos
Cordova explains the making of
Crimea's natural environment,
from its geology and relief to
its climate and soils. He
explores the rich flora and
fauna of the peninsula,
including the biogeographical
isolation of Crimea, the
transformation of the
landscape brought about by
Mediterranean farmers, as well
as Khrushchev's Virgin Lands
Campaign, which saw virtually
all the steppe turned into
cropland. The development of
crimea
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the south coast as a tourist
destination and the pollution
brought about by agricultural
and industrial development are
also discussed. This pioneering
study represents the first
modern work in the English
language on the environmental
history of a little known but
environmentally significant
region.
New Russia - Mary
Holderness 1823
Islamic Art and Architecture in
the European Periphery Barbara Kellner-Heinkele 2008
Mainly rev. papers from an
international symposium held
Sept. 17-21, 2004 in Berlin.
The Crimea in 1854, and
1894 - Sir Evelyn Wood 1895
Russian doctrine of
international law after the
annexation of Crimea Zadorozhnii, Oleksandr 2016
The monograph is a
comprehensive study of
approaches adopted by the
Russian doctrine of
international law regarding the
2013-2015 events which are
directly or indirectly connected
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with international legal
relations between Ukraine and
the Russian Federation – the
Revolution of Dignity in
Ukraine, the use of force by
Russia in Crimea, the
annexation of the peninsula,
and the armed conflict in parts
of the Donetsk and Luhansk
regions. The monograph offers
an analysis of the key
arguments produced to justify
the “lawfulness” of Russia’s
actions and expose “violations
of international law by
Ukraine” and evaluates the
conclusions drawn by Russian
researchers from the
standpoint of international
legal norms and principles, the
practice of their application,
and modern approaches in
global international law. The
author identifies the changes
that took place in the Russian
doctrine on the main issues in
international legal regulation
of relations between states
under the influence of the
2013-2015 events and
summarizes the special
features of contemporary
doctrinal approaches and the
main tendencies of their
crimea
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transformation. The book is
intended for everyone
interested in contemporary
issues in international law.
Crimea Beyond Rules. The
right to liberty of movement
and freedom to choose
residence - Regional Centre
for Human Rights 2015-09-24
The publication is destined for
representatives of international
organizations, diplomatic
missions, government bodies
and professional legal
community, who need
information on the practical
application of international
human rights standards under
occupation of the Crimea.
Thematical Review is published
in electronic form and is for
free distribution. The materials
are available in Russian and
English. The materials included
in the publication, as well as
other materials on the topic
can be found on the website
crimeahumanrights.org By the
time this issue is published, the
following issues has already
came out or are ready for
publication: Issue 1. The right
to liberty of movement and
freedom to choose residence.
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Issue 2. Right to property.
Issue 3. Right to citizenship
(under preparation). Issue 4.
Freedom of expression (under
preparation).
Crimea in War and
Transformation - Mara
Kozelsky 2018-11
The Crimean War, or the
Eastern War, as the Russians
called it, razed the countryside
and cities of Crimea, leaving a
devastated nation in its wake.
The most costly war fought on
Russian soil, losses exceeded
even those of the Napoleonic
War nearly half a century
before. Sustained bycivilians,
the conflict collapsed only
when the violence had finally
exhausted Crimean land and
labor. Crimea in War and
Transformation is the first
exploration of the civilian
experience during the Crimean
War to appear in English.With
limited options, the people of
Crimea shaped their own
destinies during the war.
Whereas some chose to donate
or to sell their agricultural
produce to Russian and Allied
armies, others resisted
requisition. Many families
crimea
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welcomed soldiers into their
homes, and in Sevastopol,
locals helped buildcritical
batteries, parapets and other
defenses. Local Russian and
Greek nationalists turned to
religious patriotism and
enlisted in community militias
to fight a holy war for tsar and
country. Some Crimean Tartars
actively collaborated with the
enemy, while others remained
steadfastly loyal to thetsar. At
the apex of violence, hungry
soldiers and desperate officials
scapegoated Crimea's native
Muslim population, leading to a
deadly population transfer.
Unable to eke out survival in a
hostile and war torn land,
nearly 200,000 Crimean
Tartars were driven from their
homeland to the
OttomanEmpire. Those
inhabitants who remained-Tartars, Russians, Greeks,
Bulgarians, German colonists,
Jews, and others--participated
in the largest war recovery
program yet sponsored by the
Russian government.Drawing
from a wide body of published
and unpublished material,
including untapped archives,
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testimonies, and secret police
files from Russia, Ukraine and
Crimea, Mara Kozelsky details
in readable and vivid prose the
toll of war on the Crimean
people from mobilization
through recovery.
Crimea: The Great Crimean
War, 1854-1856 - Trevor Royle
2004-02-21
A definitive history of the
Crimean War includes
coverage of the Charge of the
Light Brigade and Florence
Nightingale, and identifies a
link between its developments
and twentieth-century mass
warfare as well as the current
affairs of Eastern Europe.
Reprint.
Travels Through the Crimea,
Turkey, and Egypt - James
Webster 1830
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Beyond Crimea - Agnia Grigas
2016-01-01
How will Russia redraw postSoviet borders? In the wake of
recent Russian expansionism,
political risk expert Agnia
Grigas illustrates how--for
more than two decades-Moscow has consistently used
its compatriots in bordering
nations for its territorial
ambitions. Demonstrating how
this policy has been
implemented in Ukraine and
Georgia, Grigas provides
cutting-edge analysis of the
nature of Vladimir Putin's
foreign policy and compatriot
protection to warn that
Moldova, Kazakhstan, the
Baltic States, and others are
also at risk.
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